SCAN COIN 8200
Two-pocket Currency Sorter

Two versions available:
SC 8200 V (Value Sorter) and SC 8200 F (Fitness Sorter)

External display for SC 8200

www.scancoin.com
The SC 8200 currency counter and sorter is the first SCAN COIN heavy-duty 2-pocket machine for demanding cash processing environments, ensuring outstanding results when reliable high-performance is essential day after day.

Cash handlers such as banks, cash centres, exchange offices and supermarkets want to improve banknote counting and sorting efficiency and minimise stoppages caused when counterfeiters are identified or machines jam due to bad quality notes.

Ready for a heavy-duty role
The SC 8200 is designed to offer top performance in heavy-duty cash processing operations. This highly efficient 2-pocket machine makes non-stop processing possible. Unfit notes and counterfeiters are off-sorted to a reject pocket without interrupting the processing flow.

Fitness sorting
Quality sorting is becoming increasingly important for professional cash handlers, as more and more customers demand a supply of good quality notes with bad quality notes off-sorted. The fitness sorting version of the SC 8200 accurately sorts fit and unfit notes according to the customer’s exact requirements.

Windows of opportunity
The SC 8200 is one of the first banknote counters and sorters to use Windows CE as an operating system. This creates a well-defined, user-friendly interface, which provides excellent flexibility and connectivity, making it easy to upgrade and connect to cash management systems at banks or cash centres.

Record serial numbers
With the serial number detection option, the machine can read banknote serial numbers and send the information to a remote data storage system. This special option suits operations such as exchange offices where a serial number database can assist in tracing counterfeit or stolen banknotes.

Password protection
All user levels – from factory settings to administrator, service technician and various pre-set user settings – have password protection, which ensures that only qualified personnel have access to the menus and options they have been trained for.

Modular design and software updates
With a service-friendly modular design it is easy to replace parts and carry out daily maintenance, which means low servicing costs and short service-related downtimes.

Updates are made quick and easy through the USB port.
This includes all updates and upgrades concerning new notes and software as well as all available options.

Technically
The SC 8200 is equipped with a well-defined and user-friendly interface.

Easy maintenance.

Dust pocket and USB ports at the rear.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

| WIDTH   | 314 mm / 12.36" |
| DEPTH   | 310 mm / 12.20" |
| HEIGHT  | 288 mm / 11.34" |
| WEIGHT  | approx. 10 kg / 22 lbs |
| VOLTAGE | 100-240 V / 60/50 Hz |
| SPEED   | up to 1 200 notes/min. counting |
| HOPPER CAPACITY | 600 notes |
| STACKER POCKET | 200 notes |
| NOTE SIZE | width 50–67 mm (1.97–3.43") length 100–180 mm (3.94–7.09") |
| MATERIAL | paper and polymer substrates |
| LANGUAGE | English, German, French, Spanish, Italian, optional other languages |
| DISPLAY | 4.3" Touch screen TFT colour LCD |
| INTERFACE | USB, LAN and serial port |

Accessories

| EXTERNAL DISPLAY |
| PRINTER |

Options

| MULTI CURRENCY | Various kits available with 3-7 currencies |
| SERIAL NUMBER DETECTION |

Password options

| ACCESSORIES |
| OPTIONS |

Windows of opportunity

The SC 8200 is one of the first banknote counters and sorters to use Windows CE as an operating system. This creates a well-defined, user-friendly interface, which provides excellent flexibility and connectivity, making it easy to upgrade and connect to cash management systems at banks or cash centres.

Record serial numbers

With the serial number detection option, the machine can read banknote serial numbers and send the information to a remote data storage system. This special option suits operations such as exchange offices where a serial number database can assist in tracing counterfeit or stolen banknotes.

Password protection

All user levels – from factory settings to administrator, service technician and various pre-set user settings – have password protection, which ensures that only qualified personnel have access to the menus and options they have been trained for.

Modular design and software updates

With a service-friendly modular design it is easy to replace parts and carry out daily maintenance, which means low servicing costs and short service-related downtimes.

Updates are made quick and easy through the USB port.
This includes all updates and upgrades concerning new notes and software as well as all available options.

Founded in 1966, SCAN COIN is one of today’s leading suppliers of cash processing equipment, system solutions and services. Our worldwide customer base is served through a network of SCAN COIN companies and distribution partners covering some 120 countries.
SCAN COIN develops, manufactures and markets equipment and integrated solutions for handling banknotes and coins, and has become a world leader in the automatic cash processing market.

SCAN COIN

SCAN COIN AB | Jägershillgatan 26 | SE-213 75 Malmö | Sweden
Phone int. +46 40 600 06 00 | Fax +46 40 600 07 00 | info@scancoin.se | www.scancoin.com

SCAN COIN companies

SCAN COIN Sieriska AB
SCAN COIN A/S
SCAN COIN A/S
SCAN COIN Ltd.
SCAN COIN Ireland Ltd.
SCAN COIN-PERKINIA GmbH
SCAN COIN North America Inc.
SCAN COIN S.L.
SCAN COIN Ltd.
SCAN COIN-Busso Systems B.V.
SCAN COIN Belgium
SCAN COIN France
Servicash Ltd.

ADDRESS
Gustav V’s boulevard 46 | SE-169 73 Solna | Sweden
Rosenholmen 25 | NO-1410 Kolbotn | Norway
Smestadgade 6 | DK-2900 Glostrup | Denmark
Dutch House | 110 Broadway | Saltford Quay | M50 2WJ | UK
Brantstown Business Park | Clonee | Co Meath | Ireland
Sylvesterallee 2 | SE-225 29-Hamburg | Germany
20145 Ashbrooke Place | Suite 110 | Ashburn VA 20147-3375 | USA
Temas Brinton | 31-39 Local 7 | 08950 Esplugues de Llobregat | Barcelona | Spain
Room 1301/2 | 13/F | Eassy Commercial Building | 253 | 261 Hennessy Road | Wan Chai | Hong Kong
Van-Weterson Poortweg 23 | NL-3768 NR Soestduinen | The Netherlands
4. rue de la Presse | BE-1100 Bruxelles | Belgium
99, Parc Pereillat | B.P 61064 | FR-78108 Saint-Germain-en-Laye Cedex | France
Rua Campos Junior, T-A | 1070 306 Lisboa | Portugal

PHONE
+46 8 555 282 00 | +47 66 81 34 00 | +351 21 760 90 44 | +44 161 873 0500 | +353 1 801 4077 | +49 40 547 6130 | +1 703 729 8600 | +852 2590 6438 | +31 35 603 98 88 | +32 2 233 71 30 | +33 1 39 04 05 50 | +351 21 760 90 44

E-MAIL
info@se.scancoin.se | info@scancoin.co.uk | sales@scancoin.ie | info@swe.scancoin.se
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SCAN COIN reserves the right to change the design and/or specifications without prior notice.